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Abstract—This paper investigates certain novel switching se-
quences involving division of active vector time for space vector-
based pulsewidth modulation (PWM) generation for a voltage
source inverter. This paper proposes two new sequences, and
identifies all possible sequences, which result in the same av-
erage switching frequency as conventional space vector PWM
(CSVPWM) at a given sampling frequency. This paper brings out
a method for designing hybrid PWM techniques involving multiple
sequences to reduce line current ripple. The three proposed hybrid
PWM techniques (three-zone PWM, five-zone PWM and seven-
zone PWM) employ three, five and seven different sequences,
respectively, in every sector. Each sequence is employed in a spatial
region within the sector where it results in the lowest rms current
ripple over the given sampling period. The proposed techniques
lead to a significant reduction in THD over CSVPWM at high line
voltages. The five-zone technique results in the lowest THD among
real-time techniques with uniform sampling, while the seven-zone
technique is the best among real-time techniques with twin sam-
pling rates. The superior harmonic performance of the proposed
techniques over CSVPWM and existing bus-clamping PWM tech-
niques is established theoretically as well as experimentally.

Index Terms—Harmonic analysis, harmonic distortion, hybrid
PWM, induction motor drive, pulsewidth modulation (PWM),
PWM inverters, space vector, space vector modulation, spread
spectrum, stator flux ripple, switching sequences.

I. INTRODUCTION

VOLTAGE source inverter fed induction motors are widely
used in variable speed applications. The harmonic dis-

tortion in the motor phase currents must be low for satisfac-
tory operation of the motor drive. The harmonic distortion
in the current is determined by the switching frequency and
the pulsewidth modulation (PWM) technique employed. The
switching frequency cannot be increased beyond a certain range
due to practical limitations. Several efforts have been made to
reduce the distortion at a given switching frequency by a good
design of PWM technique [1]–[19].

Specially designed PWM techniques have been reported for
high power applications [17]–[19] where the inverter switching
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frequency is quite low [20]. For switching frequencies (say a
few kilohertz) much higher than the maximum fundamental
frequency (say 50 or 60 Hz), several modulating functions
[1]–[11] and frequency modulation of carrier [12] have been
investigated. While stored waveform or off-line optimal PWM
techniques result in good waveform quality [13]–[16], real-time
PWM generation is necessary in many practical applications
[10]. This paper focuses on developing and evaluating new real-
time PWM techniques for voltage source inverters.

Sine-triangle PWM (SPWM) and conventional space vector
PWM (CSVPWM) are popular real-time techniques [1]–[3].
CSVPWM and third harmonic injection PWM (THIPWM) lead
to higher line side voltage for a given dc bus voltage compared
to SPWM. These techniques also result in less harmonic distor-
tion in the motor currents than SPWM at a given line voltage
[1]–[3]. Discontinuous modulation methods lead to reduction
in distortion at higher line voltages over CSVPWM for a given
average switching frequency [1]–[9]. This paper proposes high-
performance hybrid PWM techniques, which further reduce
the distortion in line currents over comparable real-time PWM
techniques at a given average switching frequency. The superi-
ority in performance of the proposed techniques is established
theoretically as well as experimentally.

With SPWM, CSVPWM and THIPWM, every phase
switches once in a subcycle or a half-carrier cycle. This paper
explores novel switching sequences that switch a phase twice
in a subcycle, while switching the second phase once and
clamping the third phase. This paper brings out all such possible
sequences (including two new sequences), which result in the
same average switching frequency as CSVPWM for a given
sampling frequency.

Real-time PWM techniques balance the reference volt–
seconds and the applied volt–seconds over every subcycle
or half-carrier cycle. The multiplicity of possible switching
sequences provides a choice in the selection of switching
sequence in every subcycle. The proposed hybrid PWM tech-
niques employ the sequence, which results in the lowest rms
current ripple over the given subcycle, out of a given set of
sequences. Consequently, the total rms current ripple over a
fundamental cycle is reduced.

Section II of this paper brings out the various possible
switching sequences that can be employed in an arbitrary
subcycle. Section III analyzes the rms current ripple over a
subcycle due to different switching sequences. Section IV
proposes three new hybrid PWM techniques. Section V eval-
uates the harmonic distortion due to the proposed techniques
analytically, and shows that the proposed techniques lead to
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Fig. 1. Inverter states and voltage vectors. I, II, III, IV, V, and VI are sectors.
θR is angle of R-phase fundamental voltage.

reduced distortion over existing techniques at medium and
high modulation indices. Section VI analyzes the inverter input
current corresponding to the different PWM techniques. The
theoretical predictions in Section V are validated through actual
measurements in Section VII. The conclusions are presented in
Section VIII.

II. SWITCHING SEQUENCES

A three-phase voltage source inverter has eight switching
states as shown in Fig. 1. The two zero states (−−− and
+ + +), which short the motor terminals, produce a voltage
vector of zero magnitude as shown in the figure. The other
six states, or the active states, produce an active voltage vector
each. These active vectors divide the space vector plane into six
sectors and are of equal magnitude as shown. The magnitudes
are normalized with respect to the dc bus voltage Vdc.

In space vector-based PWM, the voltage reference is pro-
vided by a revolving reference vector (see Fig. 1), which is
sampled once in every subcycle, TS. Given a sampled reference
vector of magnitude VREF and angle α in sector I as shown
in Fig. 1, the dwell times of active vector 1, active vector 2
and zero vector in the subcycle are given by T1, T2, and TZ,
respectively, in

T1 = VREF
sin(60◦ − α)

sin(60◦)
TS

T2 = VREF
sin(α)

sin(60◦)
TS

TZ = TS − T1 − T2. (1)

CSVPWM divides TZ equally between 0 and 7, and employs
the switching sequence 0-1-2-7 or 7-2-1-0 in a subcycle in
sector I. However, a multiplicity of sequences are possible
since the zero vector can be applied either using 0 or 7,
and also an active state can be applied more than once in a
subcycle [1], [17], [18], [21]–[23]. This paper explores and
brings out all possible valid switching sequences, which have
three switchings per subcycle as in CSVPWM. The conditions
to be satisfied by a valid sequence in sector I are as follows.

1) The active state 1 and the active state 2 must be applied
at least once in a subcycle.

2) Either the zero state 0 or the zero state 7 must be applied
at least once in a subcycle.

3) In case of multiple application of an active state, the total
duration for which the active state is applied in a subcycle
must satisfy (1).

4) The total duration for which the zero vector (either using
the zero state 0 or the zero state 7) is applied in a subcycle
must satisfy (1).

5) Only one phase must switch for a state transition.
6) The total number of switchings in a subcycle must be less

than or equal to three.

Conditions 1) to 4) ensure volt–second balance. Condition 5)
avoids unwanted switchings to keep the switching losses low.
Condition 6) ensures that the average switching frequency is
less than or equal to that of CSVPWM for a given sampling
frequency.

The applied inverter state is 0, 1, 2, or 7 at any arbitrary
instant in sector I. The state at the start of a subcycle, or the
initial state, can be any of these four states. Considering 0 to
be the initial state, all possible sequences satisfying conditions
1) to 6) are illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Only such sequences that
result in exactly three switchings in a subcycle are considered
in Fig. 2. Sequences 0121 and 0127 are valid sequences, while
sequence 0101 is invalid since active state 2 never gets applied
[violation of condition 1)]. Similarly, all possible sequences
with 1, 2, and 7 as the initial states have been brought out in
Fig. 2(b)–(d), respectively.

Totally ten valid sequences emerge from Fig. 2, which can
be grouped into five pairs of sequences, namely (0127, 7210),
(0121, 1210), (1012, 2101), (2721, 1272), and (7212, 2127).
CSVPWM uses the pair of conventional sequences (0127,
7210) in alternate subcycles in sector I. The other four pairs
can also be employed in alternate subcycles in sector I. These
four pairs of sequences are termed as “special sequences,” since
these result in double-switching of a phase, single switching
of another phase and clamping of the third phase in the given
subcycle. In special sequences of type I, there are two transi-
tions between the active states 1 and 2. In special sequences of
type II, there are two transitions between an active state and the
zero state closer to it (i.e., between 1 and 0 or between 2 and 7).

Further there are also valid sequences with only two switch-
ings, namely 012, 210, 721, 127. Sequence 012, for instance,
can be viewed as a special case of 0127, 0121, or 1012.
Similarly, the other two-switching sequences can also be seen
as special cases of certain three-switching sequences. These
sequences are termed “clamping sequences,” and are employed
by discontinuous modulation methods [1]–[10]. Sequences 012
and 210 or sequences 721 and 127 can be used in alternate
subcycles in sector I.

All the above sequences pertain to sector I. Sequences per-
taining to the other sectors are listed in Table I.

Of every pair of sequences, just one can be taken as a
representative. Hence, there are seven sequences as illustrated
in Fig. 3. While conventional and clamping sequences have
been studied extensively [1]–[11], the special sequences have
received only limited attention [1], [17], [18], [21]–[23]. All
seven sequences are analyzed and compared from the point of
view of current ripple in the following section.
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Fig. 2. Valid sequences for initial state (a) 0, (b) 1, (c) 2, and (d) 7.

TABLE I
SWITCHING SEQUENCES IN SIX SECTORS

III. ANALYSIS OF CURRENT RIPPLE IN A SUBCYCLE

In a PWM inverter fed induction motor drive, there is an
error between the instantaneous applied voltage vector and
the reference voltage vector. For a given reference vector in
sector I, the error voltage vectors corresponding to the active

Fig. 3. Possible switching sequences in sector I (a) 0127, (b) 012, (c) 721,
(d) 0121, (e) 7212, (f) 1012, and (g) 2721.

Fig. 4. Error voltage vectors corresponding to active vector 1, active vector 2,
and zero vector.

vector 1, the active vector 2 and the zero vector are as illustrated
in Fig. 4, and as expressed in

VERR,1 =V1 − VREF

VERR,2 =V2 − VREF

VERR,Z = −VREF. (2)

The time integral of the error voltage vector is termed here
as the “stator flux ripple vector.” This is a measure of the
ripple in the line currents of the converter. In particular, the
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Fig. 5. Stator flux ripple vector over a subcycle for sequences (a) 0127, (b) 012, (c) 721, (d) 0121, (e) 7212, (f) 1012, and (g) 2721.

rms value of stator flux ripple over a subcycle is a measure
of the rms current ripple over the given subcycle [7]–[9], [17],
[18], [23]. The purpose of this paper is to study the rms ripple
over a subcycle due to different sequences, and utilize this
knowledge to design hybrid PWM techniques, which use the
most appropriate sequence in every subcycle so as to reduce the
line current distortion.

Fig. 5(a)–(g) illustrates the stator flux ripple vector over
a subcycle corresponding to the seven sequences for a given
reference vector (VREF = 0.65, α = 15◦). Since sequences 012
and 721 have only two switchings per subcycle, a subcycle

duration TS = (2T/3) is considered for these two sequences,
while TS = T for the other sequences. This ensures comparison
of sequences at the same average switching frequency, fsw.
The stator flux ripple vector can be resolved along d-axis and
q-axis, which are the reference axes of a synchronously revolv-
ing reference frame, as shown in Fig. 5. The q-axis is aligned
with the reference voltage vector VREF, and the d-axis lags
behind the q-axis by 90◦ as shown.

The error volt–second quantities QZ, Q1, Q2, and D in Fig. 5
are as defined in (3). These are products of a component of
the error voltage vector (say along q-axis) corresponding to a
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given applied voltage vector (say V1) and the dwell time of the
applied vector (say T1)

Q1 = [cos(α) − VREF] T1 (3a)

Q2 = [cos(60◦ − α) − VREF] T2 (3b)

QZ = −VREFTZ (3c)

D = sin(α)T1. (3d)

In all cases, the magnitude of the stator flux ripple vector is
zero at the start as well as the end of the subcycle. The tip of
the stator flux ripple vector moves parallel to the instantaneous
error voltage vector during the subcycle. For sequences 0127,
012, and 721, the trajectory of the tip of the stator flux ripple
vector is triangular as shown in Fig. 5(a)–(c). Since the subcycle
duration for 012 and 721 is only two thirds that of 0127, the
sides of the triangles are correspondingly shorter. As seen from
Fig. 5(d)–(g), the trajectory of the tip of the ripple vector is
“double-triangular” for the special sequences.

A. Expressions for RMS Current Ripple

For all sequences, the q-axis and the d-axis stator flux ripple
are continuous and piecewise linear functions of time. The
slope of the function changes at the switching instants. The
q-axis ripple for 0127, for example, has four linear sections as
seen from Fig. 5(a). The square of this function has four cor-
responding parabolic sections. The mean square q-axis ripple
can easily be obtained by summing the areas under these four
parabolic sections [see the first four terms in the right-hand
side (RHS) of (4a)]. The mean square d-axis ripple can also
be computed in a similar fashion [see the last term in RHS of
(4a)]. The total mean square stator flux ripple over a subcycle
is the sum of mean square values of the q-axis ripple and the
d-axis ripple as shown in (4a) [18], [23].

Expressions for the rms stator flux ripple over a subcycle for
sequences 012, 721, 0121, and 7212 (i.e., F012, F721, F0121,
and F7212) have also been derived along similar lines from
Fig. 5(b)–(e), respectively [18], [23]. The respective expres-
sions are in (4b)–(4e).

The rms ripple over a subcycle corresponding to the new
sequences 1012 and 2721, namely F1012 and F2721, are com-
puted here following a similar approach. The rms value is
expressed in terms of the values of the q-axis ripple and d-axis
ripple at the switching instants as shown in 4(f) and 4(g).

F 2
0127=

1
3
(0.5QZ)2

TZ

2T
+

1
3

×
[
(0.5QZ)2 + 0.5QZ(0.5QZ+Q1)+(0.5QZ+Q1)2

]
×T1

T
+

1
3

[
(0.5QZ + Q1)2 − (0.5QZ+Q1)

× 0.5QZ+(−0.5QZ)2
]

×T2

T
+

1
3
(−0.5QZ)2

TZ

2T
+

1
3
D2 (T1+T2)

T
(4a)

F 2
012 =

4
27

Q2
Z

TZ

T
+

4
27

×
[
Q2

Z+QZ(QZ+Q1)+(QZ+Q1)2
]

× T1

T
+

4
27

[
(QZ+Q1)2

] T2

T
+

4
27

D2 (T1+T2)
T

(4b)

F 2
721 =

4
27

Q2
Z

TZ

T
+

4
27

×
[
Q2
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]

× T2

T
+

4
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[
(QZ + Q2)2
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T
+

4
27

D2 (T1+T2)
T

(4c)

F 2
0121=

1
3
Q2

Z

TZ

T
+
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(4d)

F 2
7212=
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3
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Z
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+
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3
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T
+
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+

1
3
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(4e)

F 2
1012=

1
3
[0.5Q1]2

T1
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×
[
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T
+

1
3
[
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+

1
3
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1
3
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T
+

1
3
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] T1
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+

1
3
D2 T2

T

(4f)

F 2
2721=

1
3
[0.5Q2]2

T2

2T
+

1
3

×
[
(0.5Q2)2 + 0.5Q2(0.5Q2+QZ)+(0.5Q2+QZ)2

]
× Tz

T
+

1
3
[
(0.5Q2+QZ)2−(0.5Q2+QZ)Q1+(−Q1)2

]
× T2

2T
+

1
3

(−Q1)
2 T1

T
+

1
3
(−0.5D)2

T2

2T
+(−0.5D)2

× Tz

T
+

1
3

[
(−0.5D)2+(−0.5D)(−D)+(−D)2

]
× T2

2T
+

1
3
D2 T1

T
. (4g)

Clearly, the rms stator flux ripple over a subcycle depends
on the reference vector and the switching sequence employed.
Further studies in this regard are presented in the following
sections.
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B. Dependence of Current Ripple on Reference Vector

In the rms stator flux ripple expressions in (4), replacing α by
(60◦ − α) is equivalent to interchanging of T1 and T2 and that
of Q1 and Q2. It can be seen that such a swapping leaves the
RHS of (4a), namely the expression for F0127, unchanged. This
means that sequence 0127 leads to equal rms ripple at α and
(60◦ − α) for a given reference vector magnitude and subcycle
duration as shown in

F0127(α) = F0127(60◦ − α). (5)

However, the rms ripple over a subcycle is not symmetric
about the center of the sector for the other sequences. Swapping
of T1 and T2 and that of Q1 and Q2 in the expressions for F012,
F0121, and F1012, respectively, lead to the expressions for F721,
F7212, and F2721 as seen from (4), hence the observations in (6)
regarding the rms ripple over a subcycle due to these sequences.
For a given magnitude of reference vector and subcycle dura-
tion, sequences 012 and 721 yield equal rms ripple at angles α
and (60◦ − α), respectively, as shown in (6a). The same is true
with sequences 0121 and 7212, and also with 1012 and 2721.
These are shown in (6b) and (6c), respectively

F012(α) = F721(60◦ − α) (6a)

F0121(α) = F7212(60◦ − α) (6b)

F1012(α) = F2721(60◦ − α). (6c)

Fig. 6(a) presents the variation of F0127, F012, F0121, and
F1012 with the spatial angle α at a constant VREF of 0.866.
As must be expected, the plot of F0127 is symmetric about
α = 30◦. However, the plots of F012, F0121, and F1012 are not
symmetric about the center of the sector. Reflecting these three
curves about α = 30◦ yields the plots of F721, F7212, and F2721,
respectively. For all sequences, the rms ripple over a subcycle
has its maximum at α = 30◦. With the exception of 0121 (and
7212), the rms ripple over a subcycle is low close to α = 0◦ and
α = 60◦.

If the reference vector is equal to one of the voltage vectors
of the inverter (say V1), there is no instantaneous error between
the applied vector and the reference vector. Hence, the current
ripple is zero during the subcycle. For VREF = 0.866, the
reference vector is close to V1 (or V2) when α is close to 0◦

(or 60◦). Hence, in general, the rms ripple over the subcycle is
low for values of α close to 0◦ and 60◦ as seen in Fig. 6(a). As
the reference vector moves closer to the center of the sector, the
rms ripple increases. At α = 30◦ when the reference vector is
equidistant from both V1 and V2, the rms ripple has its peak as
seen from Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 6(b) and (c) present the variation of F0127, F012, F0121,
and F1012 with the reference magnitude VREF at α = 30◦

and α = 5◦, respectively. When VREF = 0, the zero vector is
applied over the entire subcycle; the instantaneous error voltage
is zero and the rms stator flux ripple is also zero. As VREF

increases, the rms ripple also increases, in general, as seen
from Fig. 6(b) and (c). Usually, the rms ripple peaks at some
intermediate value of VREF, and starts decreasing thereafter.

Fig. 6. Comparison of rms stator flux ripple due to 0127, 012, 0121, and 1012
for (a) VREF = 0.866, 0◦ ≤ α ≤ 60◦, (b) α = 30◦, 0 ≤ VREF ≤ 0.866,
(c) α = 5◦, 0 ≤ VREF ≤ 0.866.

[Notable exceptions are F0127 and F1012 at α = 30◦, which
increase monotonically till VREF = 0.866 as seen in Fig. 6(b).]
For α = 0◦ (or 60◦), the rms ripple over a subcycle peaks at
VREF = 0.5, equidistant between the zero vector and V1 (or
between the zero vector and V2), and falls back to zero at
VREF = 1.

C. Dependence of Current Ripple on Switching Sequence

Apart from the magnitude and angle of the reference vector,
the rms stator flux ripple or the rms current ripple over a
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subcycle strongly depends on the switching sequence employed
in the given subcycle.
1) Choice of Zero State: Barring the conventional sequence

0127, all other sequences considered employ only one zero
state. The influence of the choice of the zero state used on the
rms current ripple over a subcycle is studied here.

For a given reference vector, the rms d-axis stator flux ripple
over a subcycle is equal for sequences 012 and 721 as seen from
Fig. 5(b) and (c) [18], [23]. Similarly, the rms d-axis ripple over
a subcycle is equal for sequences 0121 and 7212 as seen from
Fig. 5(d) and (e) [18], [23]. Now, Fig. 5(f) and (g) show that the
rms d-axis ripple is equal for sequences 1012 and 2721 as well.

Thus, given the reference vector and the type of sequence
(say special sequence type I), the rms d-axis ripple over a
subcycle is independent of the choice of the zero state used.
In case of sequence 0127, the rms d-axis ripple is independent
of the ratio of apportioning of TZ between the two zero states.
However, the choice of zero state strongly influences the rms
q-axis ripple over the subcycle as seen from Fig. 5.

When zero vector is applied, the slope of the q-axis stator flux
ripple with time is always negative (−VREF). When vector V1

is applied, the corresponding slope is [cos(α) − VREF], which
is nonnegative in the first half of sector I (0◦ < α < 30◦).
When the applied vector is V2, the slope of the q-axis ripple
is [cos(60◦ − α) − VREF]. This could be either positive or
negative in the first half of sector I depending on the relative
values of cos(60◦ − α) and VREF. When this slope is positive, it
is still less than that corresponding to V1 since cos(α) is greater
than cos(60◦ − α) in the first half of the sector.

The effect of application of zero vector on q-axis ripple is
to increase it along the negative direction. In the interest of
reducing the rms q-axis ripple, the next vector (or the preceding
vector) applied must have the effect of increasing the q-axis
ripple in the positive direction. Hence, from the foregoing
discussion, the active vector V1 must precede or succeed the
zero vector in a subcycle in the first half of sector I. This means
the zero vector must be applied using the zero state 0 (−−−),
which is closer to the active state 1 (+ −−) than the other zero
state 7 (+ + +). Hence, sequences 012, 0121, and 1012 lead
to less rms q-axis ripple (and thereby less total rms ripple) than
sequences 721, 7212, and 2721, respectively, in the first half of
sector I as shown in (7a). Conversely, sequences 721, 7212, and
2127 lead to reduced rms ripple in the second half of sector I as
shown in

F012(α)<F721(α), F0121(α)<F7212(α), F1012(α)<F2721(α)

if 0◦ < α < 30◦ (7a)

F012(α)>F721(α), F0121(α)>F7212(α), F1012(α)>F2721(α)

if 30◦ < α < 60◦. (7b)

2) Division of Active Vector Time: Sequences 0121, 7212,
1012, and 2721 double switch a particular phase or divide an
active vector time. Such application of an active vector twice in
a subcycle or division of active vector time is not possible with
the triangle-comparison approach to PWM [17]. The effect of
this division of active vector time on the rms stator flux ripple
is studied here.

Sequences 0121 and 7212 reduce the zero-peak d-axis ripple
by 50%. Consequently, these sequences reduce the rms d-axis
ripple by 50%. These sequences are effective when the d-axis
ripple dominates over the q-axis ripple.

Note that q-axis is parallel to the error vector VERR,Z, and
the d-axis is perpendicular to it. Sequences 0121 and 7212
reduce the rms ripple in the direction perpendicular to VERR,Z.

Now, for the purpose of analysis, the stator flux ripple vector
can be considered to be resolved along VERR,2 and in a
direction perpendicular to it. Sequence 1012 reduces the zero-
peak ripple in the direction perpendicular to VERR,2 by half.
Consequently, the rms value of the ripple component along
this direction is reduced to half. This sequence is advantageous
when active vector V2 is applied only for a short duration,
namely when the reference vector is proximal to V1.

Sequence 2721 reduces the rms value of the ripple compo-
nent along the direction perpendicular to VERR,1. By sym-
metry, this sequence is advantageous when T1 is short, namely
when the reference vector is close to V2.

Sequences 0121 and 012 lead to less current ripple in the
middle of the sector, while 0127 and 1012 lead to less ripple
close to α = 0◦. From Fig. 6(a), the sequence leading to the
lowest current ripple is different in different ranges of α for
VREF = 0.866. Fig. 6(b) and (c) show that the sequence, lead-
ing to the lowest rms current ripple, changes with VREF.

Fig. 6 gives some general indications toward the regions
of superior performance of the different sequences. Sequence
0121 is good at high values of VREF, particularly when α is
close to 30◦. This applies to 7212 as well. Sequence 1012
is well suited for values of α close to 0◦. This implies that
2721 is useful close to α = 60◦. Further analysis of the relative
performance of the different sequences and design of hybrid
PWM techniques are presented in the following section.

IV. PROPOSED HYBRID PWM TECHNIQUES

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that the best se-
quence (in terms of current ripple) to be employed in a subcycle
has to be decided based on both the magnitude and angle of the
sampled reference vector provided. A hybrid PWM technique
considers a set of sequences, and employs the best one for the
given reference vector. Some preliminary results on such hybrid
PWM methods have been presented in [21] and [22]. Detailed
results and analysis are presented here.

A. Proposed Three-Zone Hybrid PWM

The proposed three-zone hybrid PWM considers sequences
0127, 0121, and 7212. Sequences 0121 and 7212 are used
in conjunction with 0127 to design a hybrid PWM, which
reduces harmonic distortion over CSVPWM at a given average
switching and sampling frequency.

Due to symmetries discussed in Section III, only sequences
0127 and 0121 need be compared for rms current ripple. Further
it is sufficient if the comparison is restricted to the first half
of sector I. The comparison is made using (4a) and (4d). As a
result, sector I can be divided into three spatial regions as shown
in Fig. 7(a) [21], [22]. The appropriate switching sequence is
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Fig. 7. Proposed hybrid PWM techniques (a) three-zone hybrid PWM, (b) five-zone hybrid PWM and (c) seven-zone hybrid PWM. The spatial regions A, B1,
B2, C1, C2, D1, and D2 are the regions of superior performance of sequences 0127, 0121, 7212, 1012, 2721, 012, and 721, respectively.

chosen depending on the region in which the tip of the reference
vector falls. Sequences 0127, 7210, . . . are used in region A in
Fig. 7(a). Sequences 0121, 1210, . . . are employed in region B1,
while 7212, 2127, . . . are used in region B2 in the figure.

B. Proposed Five-Zone Hybrid PWM

Sequences 1012 and 2721 can also be employed in addition
to 0127, 0121, and 7212. Sequences 0127, 0121, and 1012
are compared in terms of rms ripple for α ≤ 30◦ using (4a),
(4d) and (4f). The comparison yields the regions of superior
performances of the five sequences as shown in Fig. 7(b) [22].
Sequences 1012, 2101, . . . are used in region C1, while 2721,
1272, . . . are employed in region C2 in Fig. 7(b). Compared to
Fig. 7(a), the size of the region A, where 0127 is employed, is
reduced in Fig. 7(b).

C. Proposed Seven-Zone Hybrid PWM

Existing bus-clamping PWM techniques or discontinuous
modulation methods employ sequences 012 and 721. A mod-
ulation method, which clamps every phase during the middle
30◦ duration of every quarter cycle of its fundamental voltage,
results in the lowest harmonic distortion among discontinuous
modulation methods [1]–[9]. This is termed as “30◦ clamp”
here. This employs sequences 012, 210,. . . in the first half and
721, 127,. . . in the second half of sector I [17], [18], [23].

A combination of sequences 0127, 012, and 721 can be
employed for good harmonic performance. The regions of
superior performance of the sequences can be determined by
comparing (4a) and (4b). Such a hybrid PWM is very similar
to the one proposed by Ogasawara et al. [4]. In addition to
the switching sequence employed, the sampling period or the
subcycle duration TS also now changes with the spatial region
in which the tip of the reference vector falls. The subcycle
duration TS = 1/2fsw in the region where 0127 is employed,
while TS = 1/3fsw in regions where 012 and 721 are used.
Thus, this technique involves a twin sampling rate for a given
average switching frequency fsw.

A hybrid PWM technique, which employs all seven se-
quences, can be designed along the lines explained earlier. The
proposed seven-zone hybrid PWM is illustrated in Fig. 7(c)
[22]. In addition to the sequences used in the five-zone hybrid
PWM, sequences 012, 210, . . . and sequences 721, 127, . . .,
respectively, are used in regions D1 and D2 in Fig. 7(c).

When sequences 0127, 012, and 721 only are used, the PWM
generation can be viewed as a process of modulation of suitable
three-phase reference waves against a high frequency triangular
carrier (with carrier cycle = 2TS) as widely discussed in the
literature [3]–[11], [24], [25]. However, when special sequences
are employed as with the proposed hybrid PWM techniques,
the PWM waveforms are not and cannot be viewed as products
of double-edged modulation of appropriate modulating waves
[17]. Double switching of a phase or multiple application of
an active state or division of active vector time in a subcycle
is an additional degree of freedom available with space vector
approach to PWM, and not possible with a triangle-comparison
based approach [17]. The reduction in harmonic distortion
achieved using the special sequences by the proposed hybrid
PWM methods is a benefit of this flexibility of the space
vector approach. The reduction in line current THD due to the
proposed techniques is assessed quantitatively in the following
sections.

V. ANALYSIS OF HARMONIC DISTORTION

A theoretical comparison of line current ripple due to dif-
ferent PWM techniques is presented in Fig. 8 for VREF =
0.722, dc bus voltage Vdc = 294 V, fundamental frequency
f1 = 50 Hz and average switching frequency fsw = 1.5 kHz
with the inverter feeding a 2 hp, 208 V, 60 Hz, three-phase
induction motor. The switches are considered to be ideal. It is
assumed that the machine is seen as its total leakage inductance
by the harmonic voltages. The total leakage inductance here is
7 mH. As seen the proposed hybrid PWM techniques lead to
reduced rms line current ripple, compared to CSVPWM.

The total rms line current ripple over the entire range of mod-
ulation can be compared using the total rms harmonic distortion
factor based on the notion of stator flux ripple (FDIST), which
is independent of machine parameters. The distortion factor
FDIST is the rms stator flux ripple over a sector, normalized
with respect to the fundamental flux Ψ1, as defined in (8)
[18], [23].

FDIST =
1

Ψ1

√√√√√ 3
π

π/3∫
0

F 2
SEQdα (8a)

Ψ1 =
VREF

2πf1
. (8b)
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Fig. 8. Line current ripple due to (a) CSVPWM, (b) proposed three-zone
hybrid PWM, (c) proposed five-zone hybrid PWM, and (d) proposed seven-
zone hybrid PWM for VREF = 0.722, f1 = 50 Hz and fsw = 1.5 kHz. The
rms values of line current ripple are (a) 0.609 A, (b) 0.535 A, (c) 0.524 A, and
(d) 0.484 A.

Fig. 9. Analytical evaluation of harmonic distortion due to different tech-
niques at an average switching frequency fsw = 1.5 kHz.

The harmonic distortion factor is evaluated for different
PWM techniques. These are shown plotted against fundamental
frequency (assuming the V/f ratio to be fixed at its rated
value) for an average switching frequency of 1.5 kHz and a
base frequency of 60 Hz in Fig. 9. CSVPWM leads to low
harmonic distortion at lower line voltages, while 30◦ clamp
leads to lower distortion at higher voltages. Ogasawara’s hybrid
PWM leads to improvement around the line voltage, where
30◦ clamp becomes superior to CSVPWM [4]. As mentioned
earlier, this technique requires a higher sampling rate in regions
where sequences 012 and 721 are employed.

With the simplicity of only three sequences and uniform sam-
pling, the proposed three-zone PWM leads to reduced distortion
over CSVPWM at high speeds. The distortion is also better
than any of the discontinuous modulation methods [1]–[10]
close to the base speed (i.e., 50 to 60 Hz).

The proposed five-zone technique leads to further reduction
in the harmonic distortion. This reduction, though only mar-
ginal over three-zone PWM, is over a wider speed range. The
distortion is the lowest among real-time PWM techniques with
a constant sampling frequency.

The proposed seven-zone technique with a twin sampling
rate leads to the lowest distortion over comparable real-time
PWM techniques at any given line voltage. This particularly
improves the distortion in the range 35 to 50 Hz. The proposed
techniques lead to about 40% reduction in the line current
distortion over CSVPWM at the base frequency of the drive
at a given average switching frequency.

VI. ANALYSIS OF DC LINK CURRENT

The inverter input current or the dc link current idc is of
practical significance since the ripple content of it is required
to determine the rms current rating of the dc link capacitor
[26], [27]. The dc link current depends on the phase currents
(iR, iY, iB) and the switching functions (SR, SY, SB) of the
three phases as shown in (9). The function SR = 1 if R-phase
top device is on, and SR = 0 if the bottom device is on

idc = SRiR + SYiY + SBiB. (9)

For a given VREF, the peak phase fundamental volt-
age is (2/3)∗V ∗

REFVdc. The inverter output power is
V ∗

REFV ∗
dcIm cos(φ). Using input–output power balance and ne-

glecting inverter losses, the average dc link current Idc is as
given by (11). This is independent of the PWM technique

Idc = VREFIm cos(φ). (10)

The dc link current is zero when a zero state is applied. The
dc link current equals iR when active state 1 is applied, and
equals (iR + iY) when active state 2 is applied. The rms dc link
current over a subcycle idc(SUB) in sector I is as given in (11),
where Im is the peak value of fundamental current and φ is the
power factor angle. The ripple components in the line currents
have been ignored [27]. Note that idc(SUB) is independent of
the switching sequence used. The rms dc link current over a
sector or a fundamental cycle idc(rms) is calculated as shown in
(12). As seen the rms value depends on VREF, Im, and φ, and is
independent of the PWM technique employed when the ripple
current is neglected [27].

idc(SUB)

=
√

I2
m cos2(α − φ)

T1

TS
+ I2

m cos2(α − φ + 120◦)
T2

TS

(11)
idc(rms)

=

√√√√√ 3
π

π/3∫
0

i2dc(SUB)dα = Im

√
VREF

π
√

3
(4 cos2(φ) + 1).

(12)

The dc link current waveforms corresponding to the differ-
ent techniques for an rms fundamental current of 6.5 A and
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Fig. 10. DC link current corresponding to (a) CSVPWM, (b) proposed three-
zone hybrid PWM, (c) proposed five-zone hybrid PWM, and (d) proposed
seven-zone hybrid PWM for rms fundamental current of 6.5A at a power factor
of 0.866 (lag). The rms values are (a) 6.694 A, (b) 6.706 A, (c) 6.698 A, and
(d) 6.844 A.

φ = 30◦ (lag) are as shown in Fig. 10. The dc voltage, reference
magnitude, and fundamental and switching frequencies are the
same as in Fig. 8. These waveforms have been calculated using
(9) and considering the actual phase currents which include the
ripple shown in Fig. 8. The average and the rms values of the
dc link current in all four cases tally well with those predicted
by (10) and (12), respectively. Consequently, the rms value of
the ripple current through the dc capacitor is also almost equal
in all cases.

Thus, the choice of PWM technique does not significantly
affect the rms ripple current through the dc capacitor, but influ-
ences the line current ripple significantly. The proposed hybrid
PWM techniques reduce the line current ripple significantly at
higher modulation indices as shown theoretically in Section V
and experimentally in Section VII.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

The proposed hybrid PWM techniques are tested on a
2 hp, 208 V, 60 Hz, three-phase constant V/f induction motor
drive fed from a 2 kW Intelligent Power Module based inverter.
TMS320C243 DSP-based digital controller is used as the con-
troller platform.

Measured line voltage spectra corresponding to CSVPWM
and the three proposed hybrid techniques at the rated voltage
and rated frequency of the drive are presented in Fig. 11. The
average switching frequency (fsw) is 1.5 kHz. Fig. 11(a) shows
that the dominant harmonic components for CSVPWM are
around 1.5 kHz. However, for the proposed hybrid PWM tech-
niques, the harmonic components around 1.5 kHz are quite low,
and the dominant harmonics are shifted to a higher frequency
of around 3 kHz as seen from Fig. 11(b)–(d).

The harmonic distortion factor of the no-load current wave-
form ITHD is a widely used performance measure for PWM

Fig. 11. Measured spectra of line voltage (PWM of R-phase minus PWM of
Y-phase) at f1 = 60 Hz and fsw = 1.5 kHz for (a) CSVPWM, (b) proposed
three-zone hybrid PWM, (c) proposed five-zone hybrid PWM, and (d) proposed
seven-zone hybrid PWM.

techniques [1], [2]. ITHD is defined in (13), where I1 and
In are the rms values of the fundamental and nth harmonic
components, respectively, of the no-load current. Measured no-
load current waveforms in Fig. 12 show that the proposed hy-
brid PWM techniques result in lower distortion than CSVPWM
and 30◦ clamp at rated voltage and rated frequency of the drive.

ITHD =
1
I1

√∑
n�=1

I2
n. (13)

The improvement in harmonic distortion due to the proposed
techniques over CSVPWM is verified experimentally over a
range of speed. The no-load ITHD is measured over a range
of fundamental frequency (f1) from 40 to 60 Hz in steps of
2 Hz, and is shown plotted for CSVPWM and the three pro-
posed hybrid techniques in Fig. 13. The measured values agree
with the theoretical prediction in Fig. 9 regarding the reduction
in harmonic distortion due to the proposed PWM techniques.
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Fig. 12. Measured no-load current waveforms at f1 = 60 Hz and fsw = 1.5 kHz for (a) CSVPWM, (b) 30◦ clamp, (c) proposed three-zone hybrid PWM,
(d) proposed five-zone hybrid PWM and (e) proposed seven-zone hybrid PWM. The measured ITHD values are (a) 0.2029, (b) 0.1537, (c) 0.1300, (d) 0.1272,
and (e) 0.1258.

Fig. 13. Measured no-load THD against fundamental frequency for
(a) CSVPWM, (b) proposed three-zone hybrid PWM, (c) proposed five-zone
hybrid PWM, and (d) proposed seven-zone hybrid PWM.

Further experimental investigations are carried out under
loaded conditions on a 2 hp, 230 V, 60 Hz, three-phase, four-

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF CSVPWM AND THREE-ZONE HYBRID PWM AT

DIFFERENT LOADS AND f1 = 60 Hz

pole induction motor coupled to a suitable 2 hp, 180 V, dc
shunt generator for loading. Measured rms current ripple and
measured current THD corresponding to CSVPWM and three-
zone hybrid PWM at different loads, namely no-load, 0.4 hp
load and 1 hp load are presented in Table II. The corresponding
measured current waveforms at no-load and 1 hp load are
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Fig. 14. Comparison of measured line current waveforms corresponding to
(a) CSVPWM and (b) proposed three-zone hybrid PWM at f1 = 60 Hz,
fsw = 1.5 kHz and no-load.

Fig. 15. Comparison of measured line current waveforms corresponding to
(a) CSVPWM and (b) proposed three-zone hybrid PWM at f1 = 60 Hz,
fsw = 1.5 kHz and 1 hp load.

presented in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. As seen the proposed
technique leads to lower harmonic distortion than CSVPWM
under different conditions of load.

Measured line voltage spectra corresponding to CSVPWM
and the proposed three-zone hybrid PWM at f1 = 50 Hz are
presented in Fig. 16(a) and (b), respectively. With CSVPWM
the harmonic components are around frequencies that are inte-
gral multiples of the switching frequency. On the other hand,
with the three-zone method, the spectra are more spread out.
The harmonic distortion is also less than that of CSVPWM at
this fundamental frequency as seen from Fig. 9. This indicates
the possibility of generating spread spectrum PWM waveforms
to reduce acoustic noise in motor drives [28], [29] using a
judicious mixture of switching sequences. The sampling fre-
quency does not have to be random, but could very well
be uniform with all the attendant advantages. The harmonic
distortion could also be less than that of CSVPWM. Further
research is required in this direction.

Fig. 16. Measured spectra of line voltage (PWM of R-phase minus PWM
of Y-phase) at f1 = 50 Hz and fsw = 1.5 kHz for (a) CSVPWM and
(b) proposed three-zone hybrid PWM.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Novel switching sequences, which can be employed in space
vector based PWM generation, are brought out. Influence of the
switching sequences on the rms current ripple over a subcycle
is investigated. A procedure is presented for designing hybrid
PWM techniques involving multiple sequences for reduced
current ripple.

Three hybrid PWM techniques are proposed, namely three-
zone, five-zone and seven-zone hybrid PWM. The proposed
five-zone hybrid PWM leads to lowest distortion in its class
of PWM techniques (open-loop, real-time techniques with a
uniform sampling rate) at any given modulation index for a
given average switching frequency. The proposed seven-zone
hybrid PWM leads to lowest distortion in its class (open-loop,
real-time techniques with a twin sampling rate) at any given
modulation index for a given average switching frequency.
The proposed techniques lead to about 40% reduction in line
current distortion over CSVPWM at the rated voltage and
rated frequency of the drive. The superior performance of the
proposed techniques over CSVPWM and existing bus-clamping
PWM techniques has been demonstrated theoretically as well as
experimentally. Spread spectrum PWM waveforms can be gen-
erated using hybrid PWM techniques with a uniform sampling
frequency rather than special methods with random sampling
frequency.
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